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IMPORTANT
The Tempera Strings have a big lifespan when
treated well. Important is, that the winding is
not impaired. Thats why you should avoid sharp
edges or crinkles when mounting the stings.
The groove in saddle and bridge must be adjusted to the string diameters. Sliding performance
can be improved with graphite (soft pencil).
An easy and quick tutorial how to mount
the strings: mount.tempera-strings.com
	Please be aware that both new strings and
instrument need a few days to settle and
to become close to the desired result.
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TEMPERA Strings developed by Gerold Genssler
1. Who we are
For a long time there was just Gerold
Genssler. Since a few years there’s also
Jan-Ole Fabian. We are both musicians,
both doublebassists who are sharing
the passion for sound and are driven to
optimize it. Gerolds roots are the jazz
music, Jan-Oles are the classical music
with the bow in his hand. Together we
are researching, discussing, discovering
in Berlin Weissensee.
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2. Sound /
Philosophie

Why do Tempera
Strings have
lower tension?

What is new?

Tempera Strings are designed to fulfill
the demands of todays string players.
The wide range of modern materials
and our unique technology are used to
achieve a modern string sound with
the touch of gut-string aesthetics. The
result is a string that allows to transmit
a musical idea to the instrument in
the directest way possible and enables
the musician to express his intentions
without any filter.
Over the course of the past almost
40 years Gerold Genssler tirelessly
worked and researched with every
possible material including Glas fibres,
every type of natural textile fibres,
industrial yarns. During this process
he implied feedback from greatest
players from all over the world.

Starting point and inspiration was
the traditional gut string. Its abilities
are close to the ideal but come with
technical disadvantages (tuning stability,
endurance, too low tension, thickness).
The steel on the other hand is a more
practical but not satisfying solution
since its range of variation is limited
for both musicians and developers.
That’s why the goal was to find better
solutions to gather the advantages of
both to create an easy playable, quick
responding,stable and durable string
with gut spirit.
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Based on the experiences of Gerold
Genssler’s research, the Tempera Strings
are developed for musicians who grew
up with steel strings but are searching
for more sound and a wider range of
expression. The way of adaption (getting
used to them) is easy and short but the
way back is not existing (is no more
possible)

It is a myth that high tension strings are
in general louder. The historic concept
of the instruments we are playing today
was developed for significantly lower
tensions. The extreme tension and the
lack of elasticity that came with the
invention of the(??) steel string are a
handicap especially for old instruments.
A perfect balance between enough and
too much tension is necessary to create
the maximum of energy but also to
let the instrument resonate freely and
display its full potential. By decreasing
the tension the instrument can perform
big amplitudes of motion and project
in big rooms without being strained.
Strings with appropriate elasticity will
improve the response.
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3. Aufziehen / Hinweise
An easy and quick tutorial how
to mount the strings: mount.
tempera-strings.com
Especially because of the
lower tension and the choice
of materials the Tempera
Strings have a different way of
(transmitting sound???). Thats
why we recommend some
adjustments on the instruments
to get ideal results. If possible
contact one of our instructed
partners (partners.temperastrings.com) or a violin maker
who is experienced with the
strings of Gerold Genssler.
These are some important
notes to setup your instrument
properly:
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1. Bridge: Because of the lower
tension of the Tempera Strings,
the pressure on the bridge is
reduced. Thats why it can be
thinner and therefore more
permeable. Sharp edges should
be carefully avoided.
We didn’t experience any
good results with adjustable
bridges. They lead to notably
worse transmission and filter
the sound.

4. Tailpiece wire: The tailpiece
should under no circumstances
be mounted with a stiff wire.
Instead of that we highly
recommend our braided wire
for this application (sonophil.
tempera-strings.com) or a
similar product. Please be
aware that this is a special
material that is not only
soundwise optimized but also
ensure the required stability.

2. Soundpost: Because of the
lower pressure on the top of
the instruments, the soundpost
can be placed slightly more far
away from the bridge to achieve
a broader and freer sound.

5. Action/Fingerboard: It is
easily possible to play Tempera
Strings with low a low action.
In that case the fingerboard
must be perfectly made. Any
surface irregularities can cause
noises, because our strings
perform bigger amplitudes.

3. Tailpiece: It is extremely
important that the tailpiece
is heavy enough to achieve
definition, focus and depth.
We achieved best results
with our own material (www.
sonores-strings.de). A heavy
ebony tailpiece is a good
alternative.

4. Where to get
There are two ways to get your
Tempera Strings:
1.	Directly on our website:
tempera-strings.com/order
2.	Via our instructed partners.
This will be the quickest
way for customers outside of
Germany to get the strings.
Find the closest partner here:
	tempera-strings.com/
partners
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“Playing your instrument is
personal. You cannot get more
personal than strings by Tempera!
Through the years I have
explored many styles of playing
my bass and Tempera Strings
fits them all perfectly.”

Bozo Paradzik
Janne Saksala
Szymon Marciniak
Larry Grenadier

5. Excerpt of clients

— Bozo Paradzik

„En les utilisant , le son de ma
contrebasse a doublé de volume et
la qualité sonore est devenue
plus riche en harmonique.“
“Using the strings, the sound of
my bass has been doubled in
volume and has become more rich
of harmonics.”
— François Rabbath
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Steve Swallow
Prof. Ekkehard
Beringer
Francois Rabbath

Florian Dohrmann
Christoph Dorn
Petter Eldh
Helge Schneider
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Tim Gibbs
Hayk Khachatryan
Robert
Landfermann
John Goldsby
Stephan Forck
Thomas Bruder

“These strings offer the perfect
combination of sound volume,
beauty and warmth and are the
ideal accessory for me - be it for
orchestral performances, recitals or
when teaching. An all-round topquality set of strings!”

Münchner Philharmoniker
Berliner Philharmoniker
Münchner Kammerorchester
Göteborger Symphoniker
Tonhalle Zürich
Concertgebouw Amsterdam
Philharmonisches Orchester Helsinki

— Petter Eldh
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IMPORTANT
The Tempera Strings have a big lifespan when
treated well. Important is, that the winding is
not impaired. Thats why you should avoid sharp
edges or crinkles when mounting the stings.
The groove in saddle and bridge must be adjusted to the string diameters. Sliding performance
can be improved with graphite (soft pencil).
An easy and quick tutorial how to mount
the strings: mount.tempera-strings.com
	Please be aware that both new strings and
instrument need a few days to settle and
to become close to the desired result.
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TEMPERA Strings developed by Gerold Genssler
1. Who we are
For a long time there was just Gerold
Genssler. Since a few years there’s also
Jan-Ole Fabian. We are both musicians,
both doublebassists who are sharing
the passion for sound and are driven to
optimize it. Gerolds roots are the jazz
music, Jan-Oles are the classical music
with the bow in his hand. Together we
are researching, discussing, discovering
in Berlin Weissensee.
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2. Sound /
Philosophie

Why do Tempera
Strings have
lower tension?

What is new?

Tempera Strings are designed to fulfill
the demands of todays string players.
The wide range of modern materials
and our unique technology are used to
achieve a modern string sound with
the touch of gut-string aesthetics. The
result is a string that allows to transmit
a musical idea to the instrument in
the directest way possible and enables
the musician to express his intentions
without any filter.
Over the course of the past almost
40 years Gerold Genssler tirelessly
worked and researched with every
possible material including Glas fibres,
every type of natural textile fibres,
industrial yarns. During this process
he implied feedback from greatest
players from all over the world.

Starting point and inspiration was
the traditional gut string. Its abilities
are close to the ideal but come with
technical disadvantages (tuning stability,
endurance, too low tension, thickness).
The steel on the other hand is a more
practical but not satisfying solution
since its range of variation is limited
for both musicians and developers.
That’s why the goal was to find better
solutions to gather the advantages of
both to create an easy playable, quick
responding,stable and durable string
with gut spirit.
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Based on the experiences of Gerold
Genssler’s research, the Tempera Strings
are developed for musicians who grew
up with steel strings but are searching
for more sound and a wider range of
expression. The way of adaption (getting
used to them) is easy and short but the
way back is not existing (is no more
possible)

It is a myth that high tension strings are
in general louder. The historic concept
of the instruments we are playing today
was developed for significantly lower
tensions. The extreme tension and the
lack of elasticity that came with the
invention of the(??) steel string are a
handicap especially for old instruments.
A perfect balance between enough and
too much tension is necessary to create
the maximum of energy but also to
let the instrument resonate freely and
display its full potential. By decreasing
the tension the instrument can perform
big amplitudes of motion and project
in big rooms without being strained.
Strings with appropriate elasticity will
improve the response.
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3. Aufziehen / Hinweise
An easy and quick tutorial how
to mount the strings: mount.
tempera-strings.com
Especially because of the
lower tension and the choice
of materials the Tempera
Strings have a different way of
(transmitting sound???). Thats
why we recommend some
adjustments on the instruments
to get ideal results. If possible
contact one of our instructed
partners (partners.temperastrings.com) or a violin maker
who is experienced with the
strings of Gerold Genssler.
These are some important
notes to setup your instrument
properly:
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1. Bridge: Because of the lower
tension of the Tempera Strings,
the pressure on the bridge is
reduced. Thats why it can be
thinner and therefore more
permeable. Sharp edges should
be carefully avoided.
We didn’t experience any
good results with adjustable
bridges. They lead to notably
worse transmission and filter
the sound.

4. Tailpiece wire: The tailpiece
should under no circumstances
be mounted with a stiff wire.
Instead of that we highly
recommend our braided wire
for this application (sonophil.
tempera-strings.com) or a
similar product. Please be
aware that this is a special
material that is not only
soundwise optimized but also
ensure the required stability.

2. Soundpost: Because of the
lower pressure on the top of
the instruments, the soundpost
can be placed slightly more far
away from the bridge to achieve
a broader and freer sound.

5. Action/Fingerboard: It is
easily possible to play Tempera
Strings with low a low action.
In that case the fingerboard
must be perfectly made. Any
surface irregularities can cause
noises, because our strings
perform bigger amplitudes.

3. Tailpiece: It is extremely
important that the tailpiece
is heavy enough to achieve
definition, focus and depth.
We achieved best results
with our own material (www.
sonores-strings.de). A heavy
ebony tailpiece is a good
alternative.

4. Where to get
There are two ways to get your
Tempera Strings:
1.	Directly on our website:
tempera-strings.com/order
2.	Via our instructed partners.
This will be the quickest
way for customers outside of
Germany to get the strings.
Find the closest partner here:
	tempera-strings.com/
partners
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“Playing your instrument is
personal. You cannot get more
personal than strings by Tempera!
Through the years I have
explored many styles of playing
my bass and Tempera Strings
fits them all perfectly.”

Bozo Paradzik
Janne Saksala
Szymon Marciniak
Larry Grenadier

5. Excerpt of clients

— Bozo Paradzik

„En les utilisant , le son de ma
contrebasse a doublé de volume et
la qualité sonore est devenue
plus riche en harmonique.“
“Using the strings, the sound of
my bass has been doubled in
volume and has become more rich
of harmonics.”
— François Rabbath
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Tim Gibbs
Hayk Khachatryan
Robert
Landfermann
John Goldsby
Stephan Forck
Thomas Bruder

“These strings offer the perfect
combination of sound volume,
beauty and warmth and are the
ideal accessory for me - be it for
orchestral performances, recitals or
when teaching. An all-round topquality set of strings!”

Münchner Philharmoniker
Berliner Philharmoniker
Münchner Kammerorchester
Göteborger Symphoniker
Tonhalle Zürich
Concertgebouw Amsterdam
Philharmonisches Orchester Helsinki

— Petter Eldh
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